
ScratchJr Project Rubric

Grading instructions

Example

circle only one score

level of mastery category

 overall project mastery level lowest level

1.  Go through each category,  in each row with the 
description that best describes the student’s project

2. Add up the circled scores at the end of each table 

3. Determine the  for a particular  according to the given 
scoring table

4. Repeat step 1-3 for every categories

5. At the end of the last page, copy the level by categories as determined earlier

6. Determine the by going with the  by 
categories

            For example, a project needs to be at a distingushed level in all categories 
for the overall project mastery level to also be in distinguised. If a project has 
developing, proficient, and advanced in each category then the overall project 
mastery level will be developing.

PROJECT MASTERY SCALE

B          Budding

De       Developing

P          Proficient

A          Advanced

Di         Distinguished

Coding 
Concepts Block Variety Elaboration

ScratchJr Project Rubric is intended for teachers 
to assess students’ ScratchJr projects. The 
three main assessing categories are 

, , and . Each 
category will have its own mastery level, which 
will help to determine the overall project mastery 
level. 
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1 block was used or 
none of the code runs

No coding block

No repeat or repeat 
forever

No of start on tap, 
bump, message, or to 
next page

Incorrect usage of 
start on tap, bump, 
message, or to next 
page

No codes run 
simultaneously within 
the same character

No codes run 
simultaneously within 
the same character

No codes run 
simultaneously within 
the same character

Incorrect usage of 
repeat or repeat 
forever 

Used repeat with one 
block inside correctly 
or used repeat forever  
correctly

Used repeat with more 
than one block inside 

Used nested loop (repeat 
blocks inside one another or 
repeat with repeat 
forevercorrectly


Used green flag with 
send message and start 
on message correctly

Used start on tap, 
start on bump, or to 
next page correctly

2-3 different blocks 
were used correctly 

(excluding end block)

4-6 different blocks 
were used correctly 

(excluding end block)

7 or more different blocks 
were used correctly 

(excluding end block)Sequencing

Repeats

Events

Parallelism

Teacher (Last Name, First Name):


Student (Last Name, First Name):


Grade level:

ScratchJr Project Rubric

Circle only one score in each row with the description that best matches the student’s project. 

Sum the circled scores from all rows to determine the level of mastery.

PROJECT MASTERY SCALE

B          Budding

De       Developing

P          Proficient

A          Advanced

Di         Distinguished

1

2-4

5-8

9-12

13-16

CODING CONCEPTS

From the total score, which 
level of mastery does this 
project exhibit for coding 
concepts?

Total scoreTotal Score

1

Used start on tap or bump with 
send and start on message 
correctly


Same character, used 2 or 
more coding sequences 
that start with green flag 
to run simultaneously

Same character, used 

2 or more coding sequences 
that  start with start on tap, 
bump, or send on message to 
run simultaneously

0 1

0 1

0 0 0

0 1

2

43

43

2

432

43
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Used 1 type of look 
blocks correctly

Used 2 types of look 
blocks correctly

Used 3 or more types of 
look blocks correctly

Recorded own voice 
narrating

Used wait, speed, or 
stop blocks within one 
character correctly

No  wait, speed, or 
stop block

No look blocks

No pop block or voice 
recorder 

Incorrect usage of  
pop block or voice 
recorder 

Incorrect usage of  
look blocks 

Incorrect usage of  
wait, speed, or stop 
blocks 

Used wait, speed, or 
stop blocks across 
multiple characters

correctly

Used wait, speed, or stop 
blocks across multiple 
characters to coordinate 
their actions correctly

Control

(orange)

Look

(purple)

Sound

(green)

ScratchJr Project Rubric (continued)

BLOCK TYPES

Recorded own voice 
making sound effect that 
fits the project or recorded 
music

ScratchJr Project Rubric (continued)

BLOCK TYPES

Used pop block


ScratchJr Project Rubric (continued)

BLOCK VARIETY

2

0

0

0

1 432

PROJECT MASTERY SCALE

0

1-3

4-6

7-9

10-12

From the total score, which 
level of mastery does this 
project exhibit for block 
variety?

Total Score
Total scores

1 432

1 432

B          Budding

De       Developing

P          Proficient

A          Advanced

Di         Distinguished
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2-3 characters with 
correct codes across 
pages



At least 1 character 
with incorrect or 
without code across 
pages


4-5 characters with 
correct codes across 
pages

6 or more characters with 
correct codes across 
pages

Selected background 
in 1 page


Selected different 
backgrounds across 
2 pages


Selected different 
backgrounds across 
3 pages


Selected different 
backgrounds across 
4 pages


Change the color of at 
least 1 character or 
background

No change in color or 
other customizations

White screen, no 
background was 
selected

No change in color or 
other customizations

1 customization that is 
not changing the color of 
a character/ background

2 or more customization 
that is not changing the 
color of a character/ 
background

Number of 
Characters

Aesthetic

Customization

Number of 
Backgrounds

ScratchJr Project Rubric (continued)ScratchJr Project Rubric (continued)

ELABORATION

ScratchJr Project Rubric (continued)

Coding concepts


Block variety


Elaboration

OVERALL PROJECT LEVEL

1

Determine the mastery level from 
the lowest level by categories

Identify the mastery level by 
categories from above

1 character with 
correct codes across 
pages

LEVEL BY CATEGORIES

3

Total scores

0

0

0

0 1

432

PROJECT MASTERY SCALE

1-2

3-4

5-6

7-9

10-12

From the total score, which 
mastery level does this project 
exhibit for elaboration?

Total Score

432

432

B          Budding

De       Developing

P          Proficient

A          Advanced

Di         Distinguished
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